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QUESTION 1

Given: To ease user complexity, your company has implemented a single SSID for all employees. However, the network
administrator needs a way to control the network resources that can be accessed by each employee based on their
department. 

What WLAN feature would allow the network administrator to accomplish this task? 

A. SNMP 

B. VRRP 

C. RBAC 

D. IPSec 

E. WIPS 

F. WPA2 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Given: 

A WLAN transmitter that emits a 200 mW signal is connected to a cable with 3 dB loss. 

If the cable is connected to an antenna with 10 dBi gain, what is the EIRP at the antenna element? 

A. 10 dBm 

B. 13 dBm 

C. 20 dBm 

D. 26 dBm 

E. 30 dBm 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 3

In an 802.11n WLAN with a heterogeneous set of associated client devices including 802.11b, 11g, and 11n, what HT
protection mode will the BSS use? 

A. Mode 0: No protection mode (Greenfield) 

B. Mode 1: Nonmember protection mode 
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C. Mode 2: 20 MHz protection mode 

D. Mode 3: Non-HT mixed mode 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

When a client station sends a broadcast probe request frame with a wildcard SSID, how do APs respond? 

A. After waiting a SIFS, all APs reply at the same time with a probe response. 

B. After waiting a SIFS, a designated AP sends an ACK, and then replies with a probe response. 

C. Each AP sends its own ACK, and then follows the ACK with a probe response. 

D. For each probe request frame, only one AP may reply with a probe response. 

E. Each AP responds in turn after preparing a probe response and winning contention. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

Given: ABC Company has hired you to perform an indoor site survey of their 7-story facility. ABC Company owns the
building and rents out unused floors (floors 2 and 4) to other companies, and the other companies use 

802.11 WLANs already. ABC Company wants all of the offices they occupy to be surveyed as part of the project. 

What actions should be recommended as part of the site survey project? (Choose two) 

A. Verify that RF signals from ABC\\'s APs are not penetrating outside the perimeter of the building. 

B. Determine how much signal strength is bleeding between floors. 

C. Locate wiring closets on each floor occupied by ABC Company. 

D. Identify security best practice violations on neighboring WLANs. 

E. Verify that ABC\\'s APs are not directly above or below APs on adjacent floors. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

The IEEE 802.11a/n physical layer technologies utilize the 5 GHz frequency band. What is true of the two lower bands
(UNII-1 and UNII-2) in this frequency spectrum? (Choose two) 

A. The frequency range of these bands is 5000 MHz - 5200 MHz 

B. Each of these two bands contain five 20 MHz channels. 
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C. Regulatory domains worldwide require DFS and TPC in these bands. 

D. These bands have a total combined bandwidth of 200 MHz. 

E. 20 MHz in each of these bands is reserved as a guard band. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 7

Given: Network users and IT personnel at a large machinery manufacturer have been discussing the potential uses and
benefits of implementing an indoor WLAN. The network administrator and network manager have requested a meeting
of senior management personnel to discuss a WLAN implementation before taking any site survey or implementation
steps. The first order of discussion in the meeting is corporate policy concerning implementation and use of WLAN
technology. 

What specific topics are appropriate in this policy meeting? (Choose two) 

A. Vendor hardware recommendations 

B. Business justification 

C. User productivity impact 

D. Antenna types 

E. Obtaining permits and zoning requirements 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 8

Given: You are an independent contractor, hired to perform an indoor site survey and network design for ABC Hotel.
The network will support both hotel staff and guest users. You are interviewing the network manager to determine
business, performance, and security requirements for the future 802.11 WLAN. 

What questions should you ask the IT manager? (Choose two) 

A. What data cabling is currently installed in the rooms and throughout the hotel? 

B. How much RF loss do you expect between hotel rooms? 

C. Where are the RF dead zones located within the facility? 

D. What types of applications will be used by the hotel staff? 

E. Are there any radar systems in use at the hotel that would conflict with the WLAN? 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 9
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In an 802.11n 2.4 GHz BSS, what prevents each station from using the full network bandwidth (e.g. 130 Mbps) when
multiple clients are actively exchanging data with the AP? (Choose two) 

A. Radio receiver hardware cannot process data as quickly as it can be transmitted. 

B. Half of the bandwidth is allocated to uplink traffic and half to downlink traffic. 

C. The DCF and EDCA coordination functions require backoff algorithms 

D. WLAN devices cannot detect collisions and must receive positive frame acknowledgment. 

E. WLANs rely on the CSMA/CD protocol and must wait a collision detection period after each frame is transmitted. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

What is a common feature of an 802.11 WLAN client utility? (Choose two) 

A. Real-time retry monitor 

B. AP Signal strength meter 

C. Spectrum analyzer utility 

D. VLAN configuration 

E. Link statistics display 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 11

Which unit of measurement is a relative unit that is used to quantify power level changes? 

A. dBm 

B. dBW 

C. dB 

D. mW 

E. VSWR 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

The client devices that connect to your network include a mix of dual-band 802.11n, single-band 802.11b/ g, and some
802.11a/g. Your access points are configured with the same SSID on both the 2.4 and 5 GHz bands. The APs are also
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configured to prioritize client connectivity to 5 GHz. How does an AP perform band steering to encourage clients to use
5 GHz? 

A. When the client sends a probe request in the 2.4 GHz band, the AP may reply with information about the 5 GHz
BSS. 

B. The AP may ignore the initial probe requests or 802.11 authentication requests sent in the 2.4 GHz band by dual-
band clients 

C. The AP may allow an 802.11 association with the client in the 2.4 GHz band, then send unicast channel switch
announcements to the client announcing the 5 GHz channel as the new channel. 

D. After receiving probe request frames from the same client in both bands, the AP may send an association request
frame to the client in the 5 GHz band. 

E. The AP may allow an 802.11 association with the client in the 2.4 GHz band, then the AP may perform a transparent
client handoff by transferring the client\\'s MAC address to the 5 GHz radio. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

As XYZ Company\\'s wireless specialist, you have been asked to troubleshoot some unexpected frame patterns in a
wireless protocol capture. Your peers explain that the network\\'s beacon frames are inconsistent. That is, the BSSID is
the same for all beacons, but the source address varies between three different addresses. 

What network configuration would cause this beacon frame behavior? 

A. A single AP supports multiple BSSs with different SSIDs 

B. A virtual cell single channel network has been implemented 

C. The beacons are from an IBSS instead of a BSS 

D. Three APs still share the same default configuration. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

What are two channel modes specified by the 802.11n (High Throughput) PHY? (Choose two) 

A. 20 MHz 

B. 20/40 MHz 

C. 5/10 MHz 

D. 22 MHz 

E. 80 MHz 

F. 160 MHz 
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Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 15

What statement about 802.3af Power over Ethernet (802.3, Clause 33) is true? 

A. If a dual-radio access point requires 12W to operate, a PoE power source supplies 15.4W to the powered interface. 

B. 802.3af-compliant endpoint and midspan PSE devices support 10/100 as well as Gigabit (1000BaseT) data rates. 

C. Class 1 powered devices may use a maximum of 29W of power. 

D. 802.3af-compliant Ethernet switches must be able to simultaneously support class 3 powered devices on every
powered interface. 

E. There are two classes of 802.3af PSEs: Type A supports up to 7W and Type B supports up to 15W of supplied
power. 

Correct Answer: A 
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